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Double Bransle Suite:  
Double, Single, Burgundian, Gay 
From Thoinot Arbeau’s Orchesographie, 1589 
 
These four simple dances are performed 
ensuite, meaning together without pausing 
between changes in dances. They become more 
physically rigorous as they progress. 
 
For a line of dancers, holding hands. The person 
on the foremost left of the line is the leader. 
 
Basic Bransle Step Descriptions: 
 
Double(Left): Moving sideways in the line, step 
onto left foot, place right foot next to or behind 
the left, step left again, bring right foot next to 
left (four beats for one double: Step-Step-Step-
Pause). One double takes one measure of 
music. 
 
Single (Left): Step onto left foot, bring right foot 
next to it. Takes half a measure of music (Step-
Pause) Kick: Kick left or right, a smaller motion is 
preferred, with a straight leg. About a 30 degree 
angle should be created between your legs. No 
show-girl (or boy) kicks, please; each takes one 
beat of music. 
 

Double Bransle: 
Double Left, Double Right. Repeat until music 
changes. The Double Left should be longer than 
the double right, thus the line travels. 
 
Single Bransle: 
Double Left, Single Right. Repeat until music 
changes. 
 
Gay Bransle:  
This bransle moves entirely to the left. The 
music is in 6/8 instead of 4/4, which means that 
you have six beats of music per measure. Easier 
to dance that to describe in writing. 
Beat One: Jump onto left foot, kicking with the 
right foot simultaneously, 
Beat Two: Kick Left,  
Beat Three: Kick Right,  
Beat Four: Kick Left,  
Five and Six: Pause. Repeat until music changes. 
 
Burgundian Bransle: 
Is a double bransle with a kick at the end of 
each double. Step-Step-Step-Kick, repeat in 
other direction. Bigger steps to the left than to 
the right. 
 
Crib note: 
Double: Double Left, Right, repeat. 
Single: Double Left, Single Right, repeat 
Gay: step Left/kick right, Kick L-Kick R-Kick L-
Pause-Pause 
Burgundian: Double Bransle with kick 

Circassian Circle 

Circle dance from England, change of dance 

partners. Ladies always on the right, at the right 

and in the right.  

• All 4 steps into the circle, 4 back. Start 

with the left foot. 

• Again all 4 steps into the circle, 4 back. 

• Ladies 4 steps into the circle, 4 back , 

gentlemen clap their hands.  

• Gentlemen 4 steps into the circle, turn 

180° around the left shoulder, go with 4 

steps to the lady, which was on their 

left before. Ladies clap their hands.  

• 8 bars turning clockwise with arms 

hooked as couple. 

• Switch arms, 8 bars turning 

counterclockwise.  

• Promenade 12 bars (start left), to the 

next 4 bars turn of the ladies to the 

right. Gentlemen are now at the left of 

their partner.  


